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Abstract 

India's COVID-19 pandemic is part of the global coronavirus 2019 (CoVID-19) pandemic caused by severe acute 
coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) syndrome. Heath is the primary concern of everyone’s daily life. Nowadays, everyone is concerned about 
their health to keep them away from this virus. Quality of life is a personal perception that is measured taking into account the positive 
and negative aspects of life dimensions like health, social welfare, successes, characteristics of personality, stability at micro and 
macro levels including family, community, national security, etc. Among the many factors affecting the quality of life, this paper aims 
to study the effect of yoga success and regular exercise in the gymnasium on quality of life. The scale of WHOQOLBRIEF (WHO, 
1996) was used to measure all groups ' quality of life. To identify the gap based on gender and group, two – way analyses of variance 
were performed. The study found that yoga’s and exercise participants differed significantly in quality of life. The study found based 
on gender; however, no difference in the quality of life was established between the Yoga and the gym. 

 
Keywords: Quality of Life, Exercise, Yoga, Gym, COVID 19. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

COVID-19 has influenced the everyday lives of the world economy. The pandemic has afflicted thousands of people who, 
because of the spread of this virus, get injured or are dead. Fiver, cold, cough, bone pain, breathing problems, ultimately leading to 
pneumonia, are the common symptoms of this viral infection. Vaccines are not yet successful as they are a new viral disease affecting 
people for the first time. It therefore highlights the need to take extensive care, such as comprehensive hygiene policy (e.g., hand 
washing daily, preventing face - to - face contact, etc.), physical isolation and the use of masks, etc. This virus is rapidly growing 
regionally. Countries prohibit people's gatherings and break the exponential curve. Many countries lock their citizens and impose strict 
quarantine to prevent the spread of this extremely transmissible disease. 

 
COVID-19 has quickly affected our daily lives, industries, and global trade. Early identification of the disease is essential to 

managing the spread of the virus since it spreads quickly from one individual to another. Most nations ' production of products has 
slowed. The different industries and sectors affected by this disease include the pharmaceutical, solar, tourism, information and 
electronics industries. Most countries have been affected. The virus causes huge consequences on people's day-to-day lives and on the 
global economy. 

 
Quality of life study has become essential in recent years, as people work hard to improve the quality of life and 

development. Nevertheless, many driving and pulling factors affect our quality of life as we work hard to achieve excellence. 
Education, social assistance, family life and spiritual practices and spiritual experience, as well as civic and regional harmony, are all 
essential factors. However, illnesses, poor social support, poor health and deprivation, adverse effects on mental and national stability 
with development, wars, and aggression constitute factors. The paper seeks to illumine the effects of Yoga on the quality of life in the 
two groups and exercise regularly1.  

 
Many research studies show the advantages of meditation and other workouts. We support the role of Yoga and exercise in 

alleviating many issues, including pain, blood pressure and cardiovascular disorders. Yoga techniques help to improve well-being, 
attitude, concentration, and resistance to stress. Proper teacher training and 30-minute instruction will maximize the benefits every 
day. In encouraging patients to continue to practice Meditation, healthcare professionals play a key role. Post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD) and insomnia relieve yogic meditation (Pranayama). Yoga was used to help relieve depression and anxiety problems as a 
method for stress management2. 

 
World Health Organization (WHO) defines the quality of life as "a person's perception of their position in life in terms to 

their culture and value system and relation to their goals, aspirations, values and concerns3." 
 
"Quality of life" has increasingly become a vital concept of medicine, where experts in health care put double expectations on 

the quality of care, in the technical sense and the quality of life of individuals. Combining these two viewpoints is a challenge which is 
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particularly well - suited to the idea of the quality of life as it includes both objective and subjective aspects: the personal and 
subjective perception of an individual's life and a more objective assessment of external factors that affect his or her values4. 
Yoga: In today's world, Yoga becomes one of the most used treatments for a wide variety of problems. Yogic discipline thinks the 
disturbed state of mind causes psychological problems. Yoga can be seen to control the mind as a science. The trouble in mind is the 
real reason for the problem. Many studies have concluded that Yoga enhances mental health. One study shows that focus meditation 
improves emotional health and reduces neurological symptoms of stress, depression and anxiety. Modifications in yoga-based 
practices and stress - management activities lead to significant reductions in anxiety and depression. In the diagnosis of post-traumatic 
stress disorder and depression, the yogic respiration was also found to be helpful in Pranayama. Some studies have shown that Yoga 
has an impact on the quality of life and subjective well-being and that patients who practice Yoga regularly experience a better quality 
of life5. 

 
Yoga blends well-organized exercises of the body and respiratory systems with meditation. Yoga is associated with a range 

of physical as well as psychological effects like enhanced mood and reduced signs of anxiety and depression as a clinical 
intervention6. 

 
Yoga often implies an inner discipline that consists of different approaches by which individuals may merge body and mind 

to realize themselves. The goal of Yoga is to transcend all kinds of misery which, through holistic goodness and harmony, lead to a 
sense of freedom in every way of life7. 

 
Exercise: A physical Exercise is a tool for anyone who wants to stay safe. Other mental and physical benefits include improved 
regulation of body weight, enhanced cardiovascular system, and more reliable diabetic control. Other less well-known benefits of 
exercise could include better sleep, lower blood pressure, stronger muscles, better mood, cancer prevention, and even longer 
lifetimes8.  

 
If athletics, scheduled workouts, homework, yard work or job tasks are all helpful, does not determine whatever type of 

physical activity is done. Fitness and health gains will be similar if total energy costs remain constant9. 
 
Modern lifestyle today is exceptionally skewed because people usually have occupations that most are based on technology 

and leave no room for physical exercise. A sedentary lifestyle negatively affects the public's overall health. Medical practitioners also 
provide physical training and medical treatment for the patients. And in alleviating physical and psychological pain, it has been proved 
helpful. 

 
The therapeutic effects of exercise have been paying more attention in recent years, and there is much evidence to confirm 

such beneficial effects in the literature. Psychologically, experience has also shown that it enhances morale, boosts academic 
performance, and improves self – conception10. 
 
Review of Literature 

Yaqlia and Ulger (2015) carried out a study investigating the impact of Yoga on quality of life of elderly patients with breast 
cancer. The study consisted of 20 patients (10 were put in the yoga program and 10 in the gym program). There were 65-70 years of 
age for participants Using pre- and post-research design they showed that patients had greater improvement in the quality-of-life 
following yoga and workouts (p < 0.05) than before11.  
 

Yoga's impact on blood pressure and living quality in hypertension patients was investigated by Wolff, Sundquist, Lonn and 
Midlov(2013)12. 83 elderly patients aged 20-80 years were included in the study. The party comprised 3 yoga classes: (1) yoga classes, 
(2) home yoga and (3) control group. The participants had their systolic blood pressure combined. 12 weeks of yoga training is offered 
for the experimental groups. The study's results showed significant improvements in blood pressure (p<0.05) in the homegroup 
compared to the control group, and the self - rated quality of life (p<0.05). 

 
Marwer et al. (2013) studied the impact of Sudarshan Kriya yoga on safe people living with HIV on quality of life. There 

were 61 people to take the survey. The study found that Sudarshan Kriya Yoga's quality of life has improved significantly13.   
 

Rao, Nagendra, Raghuram, Vinay, Chandrashekhar, Gopinath and Srinath (2008) studied Yoga's impact on mood states, anxiety, 
diet and immune effects in patients undergoing surgery for early-stage breast cancer. Pre- and post-design was used, where 
participants were assessed prior to and four weeks after the procedure. The study featured 69 female participants aged between 30 and 
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70. Two yoga groups (n = 33) and (2) control (n= 36) was developed. Findings revealed that Yoga has significantly positive effects on 
quality of life14.  
Research objectives  
The objective of the present study was:  

1. To explore the variation in quality of life between yoga performers and gym performers. 
2. To evaluate the difference between men and women in yoga and the quality of life in gym. 

 
Research Hypotheses:  
In this study, the following hypotheses were formulated: 

1. There is no major difference in the quality of life between yoga performers and gym performers. 
2. There will be no significant change in quality of life regarding men and women yoga performers and gym performers. 

 
METHODOLOGY  
Participants  

The sample consisted of 112 of these 60 yoga performers and 52 gym performers from different gyms, individual 
practitioners in Rajahmundry, were randomly selected. In addition, the two groups were divided by class, with 30 men and 30 women 
practicing yoga and 26 women and 26 male performers participating in the gym. 

 
Data Collection Method 

The data was collected from a well-structured questionnaire distributed through email. 
 
Measurement Tool 
WHOQOL-BRIEF Scale  

The WHOQL-BRIEF scale was given to the participants to determine the quality of life. The WHOQOL-BRIEF scale, drawn 
up by the World Health Organization in 1996, is composed of 26 items measuring broad domains such as physical, psychological, 
social, and environmental health. Cronbach’s alpha value for each of the domain scores ranges from 0.79 to 0.84, which shows good 
internal consistency.  

 
Procedure  

The data were categorized according to category (1) yoga performers and (2) gym performers. SPSS version 24.00 was used 
to interpret data from data collection. The statistics include descriptive statistics (mean, range and standard deviation) and two - way 
variance analysis. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1: Showing the descriptive statistics of quality of life among yoga performers and gym performers. 
Group N Minimum 

Score 
Maximum 
Score 

Mean SD 

Yoga 60 88 122 102.75 4.12 
Exercise 52 78 110 98.56 6.12 
Male 56 74 102 94.34 4.28 
Female 56 70 106 96.42 4.28 

Source: primary data 
 

Table 2: Showing the result of two-way analysis of variance among yoga performers and gym performers 
Source df Mean F P 
Group 1 702.48 23.47 0.000 
Gender 1 48.48 1.48 0.175 
Group*Gender 1 2.14 0.064 0.748 

Source: primary data 
 

Table 1 provides a significant gap in the measures of the two for quality-of-life classes. The mean of the category of yoga 
(x=102.75) is above the mean (x= 98.56) of the group of gym performers. Table 2 shows that both groups (yoga and gymnastics 
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performers) differ significantly on the quality of life in comparison to group performers (F=23.47, p<0.01), which shows that yoga has 
a major impact on the quality of life of yoga performers. The null hypothesis 1, is therefore rejected. 

In comparison, there was no disparity in quality of life between male and female yoga and gymnastics. The null hypothesis 2 
says, thus, that there is no difference in the quality of life between male and female Yoga and workout artists. There was also no 
significant interaction regarding group membership (yoga & gym) and gender. The findings of the above study showed that the quality 
of life of Yoga performers is significantly positive. 
 
CONCLUSION  

Yoga has many beneficial effects on health, sleep, illness minimization, good mood changes and a positive mental health 
through stress management. In brief, Yoga has proved to be very effective in enhancing people's quality of life due to its methods and 
strategies. Yoga is useful for reducing stress and anxiety management, which ultimately benefit many stress - induced disorders 
including high blood pressure, insomnia, cardiovascular diseases, and so on. Yoga will benefit people in wonderful ways if done 
correctly and with the aid of a mentor. We can therefore infer that Yoga improves the quality of life more than the gym.  
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